Types of Bequests

A will is essential. Even if you have already prepared a will, periodically reviewing this document is necessary to accommodate life changes. Protecting your family and special friends should be paramount as you make your estate plans. Only after their needs are considered should you make a bequest through your will to leave all or a portion of your estate to KUVO.

A bequest to KUVO will qualify your estate for a charitable deduction equal to the entire amount you bequeath.

There are various ways to accomplish your objectives and you may use several different types of bequests in your will. These types are:

- **Specific Bequest**: this is a bequest of a specific dollar amount, or a specific asset of your estate.
- **Percentage Bequest**: in this type of bequest, you can leave a percentage of your estate to KUVO.
- **Residuary Bequest**: after you have provided adequately for your family and friends, you can arrange for the residue of your estate to be left to KUVO. This is what is remaining in your estate after payment of debts, settlement costs, taxes and any general or specific bequests.
- **Contingent Bequest**: this is a bequest in which the contingent beneficiary will receive what is intended for a primary beneficiary, when the primary beneficiary dies first.

**Sample Bequest Language**

**Language for a Specific Bequest**

“I give to KUVO, LLC – wholly owned by Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting Inc., Denver, Colorado, a Colorado non-profit corporation, the sum of $_______ [or the property described herein], to be used for its general purposes."

**Language for a Percentage Bequest**

“I give to KUVO, LLC – wholly owned by Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting Inc., Denver, Colorado, a Colorado non-profit corporation, X percent, to be used for its general purposes."

**Language for a Residuary Bequest**

“I give to Rocky Mountain Broadcasting Network, Inc., Denver Colorado, a Colorado non-profit corporation, (all or a X% of) the rest, residue, and remainder of my estate, both real and personal, which I may own or be entitled to at my death, to be used for its general purposes.”
Language for a Contingent Bequest

“I give to (name of person) the greater of $ amount or x% of the residue of my estate. Should (name of person) predecease me, I direct this sum or percentage to Rocky Mountain Broadcasting Network, Inc., Denver, Colorado, a Colorado non-profit corporation, to be used for its general purposes.”

Other information your attorney may request:

Tax Identification number: 84-0510785
Legal name: KUVO, LLC – wholly owned by Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting Inc.
Address: Denver, CO 80204
Contact: Leadership Giving Manager
Phone: 303-620-5706 / 800-274-6666

The Internal Revenue Service recognizes KUVO, LLC – wholly owned by Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting Inc., as a tax-deductible, 501(c) 3 non-profit organization.